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the Faculty Meeting was. Members of the TANG group
usu a ll y crowde d a1 st leave- 10-250 after being asked to
&esday. by President Johnson VWdnesday.
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mobilize their 3- -rang supporters.
Robert Healy, political coluninist of

the Boston Globe. thin offcred tl:;lt
the most significant newv trends fie has
seen are the competition for the
student vote arnd the increasing activity
of such groups as the l eague of Women
Voters. As for the New Politics, he mid
that the most important observation is
that McCartIty's ideas. notjust politics.
brought down the Johnson regime.

Richard Goodwin, tformler adviser to
and organizer for the Kennedy brotllhers
and Eugene McCarthly, began on a
humorous note. In response to sonicme
gen'tle chastisement concerning his
wavering loyalties during the past
campaign, he remarked that he had
supported two candidates but one poli-
cy while a friend of his who was a
Humphrey backer had supported one
man but many policies. The strongest

advocate of the New Politics, Goodwin
said that the nation's grave problems
are real and will not soon disappear,
thus paving the way for continued
bipartisan dissent from the present
system. He related that he told Senator
McCarthy late in June that he could
win the Presidency if he began then on
organizing a fourth party. He asserted
that either McCarthy or Kennedy could
have defeated Nixon. Hle declared :hat
the nation lost its 'sense of purpose'

under the current leadership.
Phillips worried

Reverend Channing Phillips of
Washington DC, who this summer
became the first Negro to be placed in
nomination for the Presidency, agreed
with Professor Salomsa's renarkc that

By Bob Dennis

Some varying views of the future of
the New Politics, as well as sonime lively
interchange concerning thle present
images of tile two major parties,
highlighted the ('ompton seminar
entitled 'Politics: 1968-72' Wednesday
nilght.

Beftore an audience of about 700 in
Kresge Au('i'orium, MIT Provost alnd
former Kennedy science adviser Jerome
Wicsner introduced Professor John
Saloma of the Political Science
Department to deliver the opening
remarks. Saloma, a founder of the
Ripon Society ahd a Rockefeller
supporter earlier this year, began by
asserting that his major impression of
this year's election was the 'continuity'
of the two-party system and its
resistance to the"New Politics. He
attributed the final result partly to the
decline in the Democratic Party
organization during the Johnson years.

Republican base

Prof. Saloma declared that tnM
biggest change resulting from the
election was that the strength of the
Republican Party is now definitely
based to the right of center as the
moderate Republican 'stars' such as
Rockefeller,, Romney, and Scranton
have dimmed, perhaps permanently. Hle
believed that Nixon would be a
one-termn President if he has not ended
the Vietnam war by' 1970, but
indicated that he would likely be
re-elected if he did succeed in ending
*tS - .,>. -I.u- chc th-t th, hiar;rmcPPt tnqk,
the war tic salte l La t; Ulzggest tasK

for the Democrats during the coming (Please turn to page 9)
years is to unite their party and to
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Congressrnan Donald Rumfeld of Illinois and Robert Healy of the

Boston Globe were two Of the guests at the Compton Semrninar oil
"Politics: 1968-1972."

By Greg Bernhardt

Initial progress has been made on the twelve proposals
submitted to the administration by the Black Student Union
last October. 

In an interview with The Tech Assistant Provost Paul
Gray outlined the results of the efforts of a task force
appointed by President Howard Johnson to work on the
proposals. The task force consisted of interested faculty
members, deans, administrative personnel, and members of
the Black Student Union.

The task force has not had enough time to consider all the
proposals submitted. The ones that have received the most
consideration have dealt with the Institute's policies towards
admiissions and financial aid. Gray explained that the most
substantial progress had been made in developing a program
for the active recruitment of Black students.

BSU to recruit
In an effort to interest more Black students in IMIT,

the Institute plans to support about 12 members of the Biack
Student Union for a recruitment drive at predoninantly Black
commuhities. The students plan to spend about a week
apiece visiting the schools. Gray explained that many Negroes
feel "science and engineering, as careers, have not looked as
attractive as other professions," and because of that, the
recruiters will be 'working against a-bias at large in the
community."

Gray pointed out that the administration had been
working with thle students on recruitment since September,
before thc proposals were formally submitted. The backing
for the project will come from funds used by the Admissions
Office in its normal recruitment drive each year.. A gencral
recruitment grogram that reaches over 500 high schools every
year has been in operation for 15 years.

Financial aid

One of the original proposals requested that, "The
financial needs of Black MIT undergraduates should be met
with full scholarship." On this subject, the task force has
worked out a. recomendation with the Faculty Committe on

ecosed m"eet

Undergraduate Admissions and Student Aid that, in effect,
represents a compromise solution. The recomendations
would have to be accepted by the Academic Council before
being implemented.

Gray explained that it is the intention of the Institute to
"recognize the different family situations" when granting
financial aid. He added that the present system of analysis
doesn't necessarily rele,t the lower income family needs in
allocating aid.

Loans unacceptable

The other form of aid, the loan, may be unacceptable to
underprivileged Black students. Gray explained that the loan
represents a difficult burden to a student who is at the time
not really sure he will complete his education at MIT. In
addition, the student is likely to have financial obligations to
his family once he does graduate-a situation not normally
taced by the usual student from a middle-class background.

The task force, after considering such aspects of financing
underprivileged students. drew up a three-point
recomendation. The first point is a request that the Financial
Aid Officc reevaluate its procedures for determining the basic
need of students in order to assure that the prograin is
responsive to different economic levels.

Two year grant
The second point recommends that the Institute offer

Black students full scholarship up to need for the first two
years. After that point, the student should be certain as to
whether he will complete his education and the aid will then
be based on the normal s.holarship-loan plan offcred to the
undergraduate body.

The final recommendation involved the setting up of a
review board which would have the duty to look at loan
obligations of Black students after they have graduated. The

board would adjust repayment arrangements for graduates
taking low payming jobs of .ervice to the Black commtfnity
or graduates with family obligations.

(Please turn to page 8)

-Noon
~ R Ads -Mezzanine Lounge

Jim- Student Center

By Bob Dennis some sort of cocktail louncge has
n raised.
Two. types of new roomsare being
:ussed. The first is an informal social
d recreation area which might
lude jukeboxes, pinball mnachines,

tfood. An experimcntal room of
s type, with a coffeehouse tformat,
i be oftfered tonight on the second
or of the Student ('Center. Tile
ond type, which is more definitely
visioned than the first, would be a
rmanent extension of the sanctuary,
lace wshere classes could be held and
ere all types of relevant periodicals
idi be perused. The Fast Lounge is
most likely site for this

'Hacking area'
AS Professor Hurley explained, the

DB has been airing the possibility for
hacking area', a room where M IT and
:llestey students could gather for
ociali purposes. A place with a
ffeelhouse atmosphere might be
sirable. The committee origirnally felt
at the Student Center in its present
arm would be 'too formnal,'hard, cold,
d too well-lighted' ot'oriuc h an idea.
aria raised the" possibility of a room
the Building 10 vicinity but felt-that
would take too long for a suitable
pe room to become a reality.

(Please turn to page .0)
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The Student Center Committee is beer
ntly investigating the need for,
the feasibiity of new locations on disc
us to meet the social, recreational, and

intellectuainie eds of MIT students. incl
bhe idea has come out of the recent and

etngs of . the Student Activities this
elopment Board, which is the will
dent-faculty committee which flo

tors and' discusses the plans for scO
nditures oven by the Institute tfor env
Yties (their approximate annual per!

!get is $80,000, exclusive of a pi
!letics, music. and student -whe
xmnent). Professor Patrick Hurley coi

eGeology Dl)epartment is chairman the
ecommittee, which includes UAP
ia Kivisild '69, and . inboard
iman Dick Moen '69.

Types and Needs a '1
According to Bruace A nderson '69. We
rman of the Student Center sol

mittce, his groaup is attempting to co
Orize the types..and. the- needs of idec
!!Students and Jto determine tha
her all the tYpes .are being..Served - t'
the present facilities. As has been and
arent from the television situation Ma
the third floor' some studenis 
i~ like to see a noisy and active it
dent Center while others would tyi
(t a quiet building. The possibility 

'rodor: Fu

Political system dissected
at third Compton Seminar

recruiting planned

k iviteles areas studied
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MR. DeYOUNG: '

Dear Mr. -DeVoung:' Dear Mr. Clark:

"is Business Bluffing Ethical?" is a recent
article which appears in the 1-arvaid
Business Review (January-February 1968).
In that article the author, Albert Z. Carr,
raises some difficult questions about the
nature of competition among business
organizations and about the relationship
of a person's ethical and moral standards
to the conduct of daily business. Several
examples of conflicts between ethics and
"business sense" were" cited. Let's
consider a concrete example.

Tom was a sales executive with a Southern
firm. He told of. an instance when he had
lunch with one of his most important
customers, a Mr. Colby. At the time of
their .meeting, the state was having a very
heated political campaign over which'
Tom Ind Colby were of different
persuasions. Colby mentioned that he was
-treasurer of the citizens' committee
supporting the candidate Tom opposed.
Before the two men got down to business,
Colbyasked if he could count on Tom for
a $100 contribution to the Lang campaign
fund. Tom's reaction was the following:
""Well, there I was. I was opposed to
Lang, but I knew Colby. If he withdrew
his business I could be in a bad spot.
So I just smiled and wrote the check
then and there."

Upon discussing the matter with his wife,
Tom found that she was bitterly
disillusioned with the business world
because it could put such pressures on a
person to go against his own values.
Tom's perception of the incident was that
"it was an either/or situation. I had to do
it or risk losing the business."

Mr. Carr suggests that such situations are
part of the ""game"" which governS the.
business world. He goes on to compare
ethical standards of business organizations
today with the ground rules of a poker
:game. ''Th~ ~S L, : .t ....
indifferent to ethics in their private lives,
everyone will agree. My point is that in
their. office'lives they cease to be V`ivate
citizens; they become game players who
must be guided by a somewhat different
set ofethical standards.' c

Finally, Carr cites a Wi'dwestern executive
as saying "So long as a businessman
complies with the laws of the land and
avoids telling malicious lies, he's ethical.
There is no obligation on him to stop and
consider who is going to be hurt. If the
law says he can do it, that's all the
justification he needs. There is nothing

:/unethical about that. It's just plain
business sense."

Mr. DeYoung, the student whom business
wants for its management ranks is not
interested in playing games where he
must maintain two identities and two sets
of ethical values-one as a private citizen
and one as a businessman. I would be
interested to know how you personally
reconcile the conflicts between your
ethical beliefs and your "business sense."

Sincerely yours,

Gavid G. Clark
Graduate Studies, Stanford

Indeed there are some men of the calibre
you cite in business; probably in greater
number than most responsible
executives know.

I suspect also that-there are many
instances where a man like your sales
executive, Tom, compromises his personal
"ethics" to make a sale. But wasn't he
trapped by his own supposition? Didn't he
write-off his own company's integrity,
along with the history of the customer's
satisfaction with their productline and
service backup, when he wrote the check?.

It strikes me that a little intestinal
fortitude, and a tactful remark about his
own political convictions, would-have
brought the issue to a proper test:
business based'on quality products and
service versus"bought" business.

If the man won't make the test, then he
ought not to make business a whipping
boy because he chose to compromise his
own standards. If his employer won't
stand the test, then his choice is obvious:
quit, and join a company whose standards
measure up to his own. in the long run he
will have done himself a favor because an
ethical man,.who is competent, always is
in high demand. A posture aligned with
high standards will gain more respect of
significance than any setbacks sustained
through loss of a few sales.

equates -business' ethical standards simply
to compliance with the law-it being
implied that this falls short of what
society would expect-I question both his
awareness of the law's comprehensiveness,
and his insight into most businessmen's
motivations.

Responsible executives don't make
decisions on the basis of legal
per.missiveness; of seeing what they can
get away with at the risk of courting
punitive actions at law, or the public's
displeasure. Those are negative yardsticks,
and the thrust of business thinkinig that
involves moral judgments is affirmative.

Check product specifications, for example,
and see how many exceed standards
established by regulation. Results: a better

WHO CARES ABOUT STUDENT OPINION?

BUSINESSMEN DO.
'.

Three chief executive officers-- The Goodyear Tire &
Rubber Company's Chairman, Russell DeYoung,
The Dow Chemical Company's President,
H. D. Doan, and Motorola's Chairman, Robert
W. Galvin--are responding to serious questions
and viewpoints posed by students about
business and its role in our changing society...
and from their perspective as heads of major
corporations are exchanging views through
means of a campus/corporate Dialogue Program
on specific issues raised by leading
student spokesmen.

Here, David G. Clark, a LiberalArts graduate
student at Stanford,/is exploring a question with
Mr. DeYoung. Administrative activities in Greece
andAustria, ai9ng with broadening experience

quality product, greater performance,
longer life expectancy.

Take re-training and re-assignment of
employees to better-paying jobs requiring
greater skills when automation phases out
various work slots. Results: more
highly-skilled employees, better-earning
potential, greater job security.

Consider the direct personal involvement of
more executives, and the application of
their company resources, in efforts to deal
,effectively With such urban crises as
ghetto unemployment. Results: more local
employment, a step toward self-help, a
broadening base for stability.

None of these actions are compelled by
law... they are taken voluntarily by
businessmen acting under the compulsion
of their personal ethics. It is the beliefs
underlying such actions that I regard as
the criteria for responsible businessmen's
ethics. Critics may question this criteria as

.self-interest. I'll buy that. It is. But'it is
enlightened self-interest which is simply
good "business sense," and reflects the
ethical standards that broadly prevail
in our free society.

The point is that in business, ethical
-standards encompass not only questions
o; personal conduct and integrity, but the
whole range of business' activities with
the public as a whole. Yet in the final
analysis it is always the individual who
must make the decision; a decision that
will reflect the influences of one's family
life, religion, principles gleaned from
education, the views of others, and one's
owninherent traits of character. It is these
factors that- show up in a man's business
decisions, not the other way around.
The man, therefore, who maintains his own
convictions and sense of moral values will
be a better businessman, and will~find that
there really is, ittle, problem in developing
a business career:without fear
of compromise.,

Sincerely,.

Russel 'DeYoung,:'Clrairman,
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company

in university administration, already'have c/aimed
Mr. Clark's attention and auger well a career
in. international affairs.

In the course of the entire Dialogue Program,
Vark Bookspan, a Chemistry major at Ohio
State, also will exchange viewpoints with' Mr.
DeYoung; as willDavid M. Butler, in Electrical
Engineering at Michigan State,' anhd Stan Chess,
Journalism; Cornell,kwith Mr. Doan; and
similarly, Arthur M. Klebanoff, in LiberalArts at
Yale, and Arnold Shelby, Latin American Studies
at Tulane, with Mr. Galvin.

All of these Dialogues will appear in'this
·publication, and other campus newspapers across
the country, throughout this-academicyear.
Campus: commentsaare invited, and should be
forwarded to Mr. DeYoung, Goodyear. Akron,
Ohio; Mr. Doan, Dow Chemical, Midland,,
Michigan; or Mr. Galvin, Motorola, Franklin
Park, illinois, as appropriate.
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another by each of the four
co-chairmen of the foram: Professor
Rosenblith, Professor Jerome Weisner,
Provost; Maria Kivisild, U.A.P.; and
John Harkness, Chainman of the
Graduate Student Council.

The forum was basically a session of
criticism of MIT as a community and
its position in the large communities of
Cambridge and the academic world.
The criticism of MIT as a community,
or rather a statement of the reasons
why MIT fails to be a community was
begun by a student who left MIT for
the. UniVersity of Wisconsin and
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. 3y Charles Mann

A forum, convened to discuss the
Ose, feelings, and problems of the
Community, started with a strong
enge to the statement that there is
IT Community. The forum, held
ay in Kresge, was planned in

icipation of a large turnout but had
Wappointingly small one. Professor
iter Rosenblith, Chairman of the

ity, was thus prompted to begin
discussion with the question "Row
you get people to discuss their

Oblem if their problem is apathy?."
idea was exressed in one form or
· -i . .. ~ --_

returned a short time ago. He pointed
out that MIT suffers from a lack of
women since it is entirely unnatural to
expect men to live in an all male
community.

Therefore everyone leaves on
weekends to find girls and no sense of
social community develops. The second
reason advanced was that since MIT is a
techM'cal school, at least in terms of
admissions it tends to attract people
who are more comfortable with
machines than with other people. The
third reason produced was that MIT
students typically suffer from an
inferiority complex about being at a

technical school. Since they' are so
often accused of being narrow and
anti-humanist, they are not eager to
identify with MIT.

It was then suggested that one of
the reasons for all these things was the
lack 'of a gathering place to which
people could come to sample the
atmosphere. It was pointed out that
most social events here 'are of a
transient nature and the sanctuary was
so successful because one could come
and go and still participate. Later
during the discussion numerous
suggestions for meeting places were put
forward including a beerhall

Photo by Gay Debardi
Walter Rosenblith, Chairmarc of the faculty, reacts to a comment

'from the audience during the Forum on " The MIT Community as we
see it" Monday.

NEXT TO CUSTOMER SERVICE IN BOOK DEPARTMENT
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Bausch and Lomb and American optical lenses
Quality and Service is Our Byword-Patronage Refund

Opthalmologists prescriptions are filled promptly-accurately.
Excellent selection of frames for Men, Women, Children.

Office Hours: Monday-Friday, 8:50 to 5:30-Lunrch 2-3 (Closed)
Saturday, 9:20 to 1:00

Phone 491-4230, Ext. 50 or from MIT dial 89 50
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concession, and a coffeehouse.
Additional argument§ were put forward
to establish the existence of a physical
fragmentation of the community: there
is no meeting place, living groups are
small and tend lo be mutually exclusive
circles of friends, people catagorize

themselves into departments, and
graduates or undergraduates.

At this point it was suggested that
MIT students do not feel a sense of
community because they are in such
competition with each other. The
indoctrination most freshmen get in
the "Tech is Hell" attitude also may
play a part in the reluctance to get
involved extensively in the activities
undertaken to develop MIT as a whole.
The -honor system now in use at
Caltech was pointed out as an example
of indoctrination which brings people-
into the communtity. The

.uppeclassmnen at'Caltech tell the
.enteing students about the honor
system and for their help in
1maintdaning it.

The next question to be asked was
what was MIT's excelnoe for? This
lead to a discussi;n of the basic aims
and priorities of MIT. One person
noted that the fact that this question is
nowhere answered clearly gets people
into. the rut of doing just the work
given them without questioning its
purpose.or value. A coed suggested that
many people do not even look around
them to.: see what was -important but
just' work hard at what was set'in front
of them. I.l. Rabi agreed with this
analysis and noted that the

rCll-titi l Was fir but was .very

.often not directed toward meaningful
goals. '

I The forum ended- with the
suggestion that any attempt to form an
MIT Community will have to have as

its an attack o12
problemh

,Jack Shoker... fellow studet...your very own TWA 
Campus Representative... expert on Great Spots to water ski,

-snea ski, surf and sail.. .. nyonptaces to meet newtpeopleand have fuin with
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Guest editorial

Student p
At 3:15 Wednesday afternoon President Howard

Johnson convened the faculty meeting for the
month of Notvember. Attendance was unusually
high among the faculty and, as was eminently clear
to all present, uniquely high among non-faculty. For
the first time in my knowledge, there were students
present. The meeting President Johnson called to
order has often been called impotent-; boring, and
even irrelevant. These adjectives are misplaced, the
meeting itself suffers only from passivity. Its past
inaction is only indicative of various misconceptions
we all hold about its power.

The students present came for various reasons.
Most immediately, we wished to convey our feelings
about the existence of closed' meetings at our
university. On another level, however, we were
saying that all decisions relevant to us are our
concern. We were saying that it is a perversion to
believe that objective and rational decisions can be
made about students by a body which denies access
to those same students.

In his initial presentation President John
suggested that the students present were engagin
inappropriate behavior; that they were unnecessa

ressure
coercing the faculty by their presence: The obvious
question for all who were present to ask is how can
the presence of students, at a meeting of their
teachers, within the confines of their university, be
coercive? The "normal" state of affairs is indeed

constantly coercive, but where and when was the
coercion initiated?

That the possibility of disciplinary action was
suggested came as an affront to many present. That
the idea exists that such threats are either necessary
or relevant is 'at the least disconcerting. Any
conception that the students present wanted to
disrupt for the sake of disruption was certainly not
due to the words or actions of those students
involved .

It has long been tacitly assumed that the
interests of faculty and students are so intertwined
as to be indiscernable-if this is true, why not
intertwine our thoughts and feelings-if not, we
insist on the right to present and defend our
interests and views.

PEACE,
Mike Albert'69

Member, MIT Resistance

-By Jim
Washington-The matter of faculty
secrecy, unpopular tenure -decisions
and general student powerlessness
arises periodically at MIT, but prbgress
always seems to be slow. Such,
however, is not the case elsewhere.

Isolated newspaper articles give the
immediate impressions that across the
country the Columbia disorder has'
elicited genuine reforms by college
officials. Columbia itself, of course, has
reassessed many policies regarding
student and faculty power that would
have gone untouched if pressure had
not been brought to beat on the
administration. Other colleges,
although free of such disruption,
nevertheless learned from Columbia
and have acted to forestall similar
criticisms and similar disruptions.

From newspaper research and
inquiries to the different national
associations here, I was able to gauge
the depth of the current movement
toward sharing authority with students
at American universities.

Billy Graham likes to remind

A) off t am00s 

Americans of the 100 c01o
presidencies that are open. Sevc
colleges have' -assigned the select'
process to committees which inch
students. These include the Unwer
of Oregon (at Eugene), Rice Univers
Georgetown University a
Swarthmore. These committ
interview candidates and rni
recommendations, with the Board
Trustees retaining a veto.

At MIT there are occasio
outbursts atbouti closed facu
meetings. Some colleges have 'g
further, opening even the meetings
the Board of Trustees to students.
Colgate (another college wit
student-faculty committee looking
a president), the Board of Trus
holds a yearly open meeting and ma
the minutes of other meetings avail
at once to any interested student.
one spokesman for the University
"We just decided, 'Why not?' "
B oard of Trustees at Colgate
decided to seat students on all stand

(Please turn to page 5)

(Ed. Note:The following is tfle text of
President Howard Johnson 's statement
at the beginning of Wednesday's
faculty meeting.)

I am always glad to see a good
turnout at the Faculty Meeting. As you
know, there are present in the Hall
today a number of students. Many
students are interested in change - as
all of us are and should be. The
purpose of everyone here is to
strengthen this university and change is
both necessary and desirable. Students
know - should know - that
opportunities now exist for'
encouraging and producing change.
There are, I note, theseveral
committees of the faculty in which
students now serve. Since last year,
some 45 students have been appointed
to 15 committees. There are,
additionally', the open hearings of
faculty committees, and I strongly
encourage such opportunities. There
are. of coqurse the regular student

'committees.
We should all be interested in

making student views known and, more
importantly, their influence felt. The
faculty will want to discuss this and
find further ways to achieve better
interchange with the students. I am
strongly for this. I intend to ask today,
the informal Committee of Committee
Chairmen, with the Chairman of the
Faculty as Chairman, to seek views and
make rrcommendations to the faculty
at the next Faculty Meeting - for ways
of increasing student-faculty

interaction, including consideration
within the format of the faculty
meeting and extensions thereof, anti I
ask for an interim report to the Faculty
by the next meeting. I would hope that
tfic meeting of the Institute Forum
next Friday at 12:00 pm to discuss
closed and open meetings would be a
first opportunity for this committee to
begin its study. And I urge all members
of the faculty to attend.

In short. I believe we should be
prepared to examine every policy,
every view, every practice in which
MIT is engaged.

B u t this should be done in a
rational manner. This is an Institute
that proceeds by discussion - where
the good ideas that serve all in this
community survive. It is not a place-
where action should take place by one
group coercing another. This is not
reasonable. And it is not reasonable
that, unilaterally and without
consultation, there should be pressure
exerted here now on the Faculty. i
understand your interest, but I believe
you are hurting your purpose and that
of many students working in other
ways. The students present have this
statement signed by the Secretary of
the Faculty. Let me read it:

"As you know, the issue of closed
meetings at MIT has recently been
the subject of some renewed
discussion. Accordingly, a special
open forum has been scheduled to
discuss the issues involved, in our

Alt,~

continuing efforts to find
additional channels of
student-faculty interchange. This
special meeting will take place at
the Student Center on Friday,
November 22, from 12:00 to
2:00 pm. Students and faculty
members are invited to attend this
meeting.

It has been -both the practice and
the rule of the Faculty to make
use of the scheduled monthly
meeting as a means of conducting
faculty business. Room 10-250
has been assigned to members of
the Faculty for their exclusive use
for a regular meeting beginning at
3:15 pm, Wednesday, November
20, and continuing until such
time as the Faculty votes to
adjourn the meeting. Only
members of the Faculty are
eligible to attend."

I ask those who are not members of
the Faculty now to leave. I might
remind you that we have no Sergeant
at Arms, and we have no closed doors,
and I hope that we never do. That, too,
would be inappropriate in an academic
community. We rely on the sense of
individual responsibilities in these
matters as in others. Let me sinply
repeat. I would request those here who
are not faculty member to leave. I
regard this as a serious matter. And.
much as I, personally, dislike doing so,
I am also obliged to say that
disciplinary action could and may be
initiated in situations like this one. I
am saddened to have to say this.

Howard W. Johnson
November 20, 1968
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To The Editor:

Comments on the
T.A.N.G. proposal.

1. Let me set up two quite different
definitions of the term democracy. I
shall call them democracy (1) and
democracy (2) because although
manny people are adherents of one in
opposition to the other, it seems to me
that each by tradition has been called
democracy.

Democracy (1) is a form of
government in which all decisions on
government action are made through a
majority vote of those governed.

Democracy (2) is a form of
government in which all but the very
most important decisions - and
perhaps not even those -- are made by
officials attain and retain office by

9

"bidding" for the votes of the
electorate -through promises and
records of previous action in office.
(See Schumpeter's Capitalism,
Socialism, and Democracy (New York,
1942) for the best discussion i know of
this).

Democracy (1) is what has come to
be known as "participatory"
democracy, the declared ultimate goal
of SDS' efforts. Democracy (2) is
roughly what has existed in virtually
every society that has ever called itself
democratic, outside of trible situations,
ancient Athens, and experiments of as
little consequence as that of Concord's
"town meeting."

MIT's "Toward A New
Government" movement seems to me
to be an effort to move from a prior
kind of student government structured
along principles of democracy (2)

toward a student government
structured along principles of
democracy (1).

Let me briefly summarize the
chiefest advantages and disadvantages
of each kind of democracy. Democracy
(1) dearly comes closest to the
democratic ideal in which the people
govern themselves. However,
democracy (1) demands a high level of
involvement on the part of each
member of the body politic, and
furthermore, if this involvement is to
be responsible, each member must
accept the willingness I) to be as
informed as possible; 2) to hold fairly
in his intelligence any opposing
viewpoint 3) to abide the final decision
of the electorate. Democracy (2)
demands only that each member of the
electorate be broadly informed, that
only those who seek and hold office be

as informed as possible - and these
only to the extent of the scope of their
office. Democracy ' (2), however,
undeniably removes "the will of the
majority of the people" from the
actions of the government by at least
one degree; and the likelihood of
individuals in office, by their greater
knowledge and by the special means
available to their office, entrenching
their power is very great.

In discussing T.A.N.G. we should
keep these ideological considerations
very much in mind. 2. The preamble of
the T.A.N.G. proposal demands tat
"students have control of the decisions
which effect (sic) them." Three points:

1. Students do not comprise the
only interest group at MIT.

2. The fundamental assumption
involved in the establishment of an
educational institution is that members

of an *'older" genera'ion have a certa
amount of knowledge and experien
to- transmit to a younger generati
This implies that the "01ode
generation - the faculty and, to
debatable extent, the administration
has the right and/or responsibilityfI
determine in large measure
conditions under which t!
transmission of information shoei
take place. For example: If a teach
requires a blackboard, he has the ri
to override a- student decision 1
majority to hold the class where thBe
is no blackboard. This is a trii
example, but the principle
important.

3. WVe had better decide quickl
whether MIT is a purely educatioa
institutiox - i.e, whether MIT she'Jl
contract to outside interests with D
direct relevance to student activities i
purely educational institution has 
function other than to educate, l
clearly MIT has always done mu9
more than educate. There is no log1
reason for delimiting the quality
quantity of activities in which g

engages; the activity of education
only one in which MIT engae
students are affected by MIT O

insofar as it is an educali0
institution.

(Please turn to page 5)
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Philco-Ford
An Equal Opportunity Employer

desire to become involved in the world . . .
and the determination to be the best - then
one of our 11 Divisions has a spot for you.
Come and talk to us about your future . . . or
write to College Relations, Philco-Ford Corpo-
ration, C & Tioga Sts., Philadelphia Pa. 19134.

PHILCO-FORD WILL BE HERE ON

DIVISIONS: Aeronutronic- Appliance ·Com-
. munications & Electronics - Consumer Elec-
tronics - Education and Technical Services -
International Lansdale e Microelectronics -

Sales &, Distribution - Space & Re-entry
- Western Development Laboratories.

L THE UBNCALENDAR

November 22 through December 5

MIT:

fessor Charles L. Miller, Head of the Department of Civil Engineering, will lecture on "Computers
d Urban Research" at a seminar sponsored by Project MAC. The seminar will be held at 3:30 pm
Tuesday, November 26, on floor 8 of 545 Technology Square.

tiauvard-MI T Joint Center for Urban Studies will conduct two seminars from their fall series:

Anthony Downs of the Real Estate Research Corporation will speak on November
26 in Room 9-150.

Saul Alinsky, Executive Director, Industrial Areas Foundation, will speak on
December 3 min the Sala de Puerto Rico Room of the Student Center at 8:00 pr.

e Department of Naval Architecture.'and Marine Engineerig Will sponsor a seminar on "Can the
W'an lndustry: Answer Our Urban Problens.'- given by -Dr. Henry M. Morgan, an MIT alumnus and

rmer president of KLH, who is now:, manager'6f the ,Humani Relations Division of Polaroid. The
hiar will be held on Tuesday, November 26, in Room 3-270 at 4:00 pm. Refreshments will be served

3:30 pm in Room 1-214. 

,[ % , 

itBrandeLs University:'

hitney M. Young, Executive Director of the National Urban League and Presidential appointee on the
emission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice, will speak on "The Racial Crisis:
ilmmunity or Chaos." The lecture, part of the 1968 Helmsley Lecture Series, will be held in Schwartz
ditorium at &: 15 pm on Tuesday, November 26.

Tuhfts University:

Oph Knox, of Camp, Dresser, and McKee, will speak on "Recent Developments in Water Pollution
and Policies," in an Environmental Health Engineering Seminar. The seminar. will be held on

sday, November 26, at 1 2:10 pm in Anderson 318.

A~onssured' b~ aloe -1iri" -sitewos Labortory

Letters to The Tect
(Continued from page 4)

A very significant part of any new
student government constitution
should carefully define the extent of
that govemment's power in light of
these three points. The student
government should not become a
tyranny over the Institute.

3. The General Assembly described by
T.A.N.G. requires the presence of all its
members at its regular and emergency
meetings. This is not stated explicitly,
but clearly an absent individual cannot
vote.

General Assembly meetings are
likely to be long, often dull affairs. For
many much of what transpires at the
General Assembly meetings will not
seem' directly relevant, and many will
not attend the meetings.. This is, of
course, the well-known phenomenon
described as "student apathy."

Under the previous democracy (2)
- type system decisions were made by
interested students, who were willing
to bear the sacrifices in time and effort
essentially because they did not regard
them as sacrifices - they enjoyed what
they were doing. I think that most MIT
students do not feel this way. I. for
one, would rather -spend a sunny
Sunday afternoon on the banks of the
Charles River, or even do some
schoolwork, than sit around debating
among a very large number of people. I
hate politics, and when it concerns me
only marginally or occasionally I am
just as inclined to care only marginally
or occasionally about my own
government.

Democracy (2), at the cost of
permitting the "career politician - and,
yes, worse - to come into existence,
has served to allow the typical member
of the body politic to make certain
decisions about his government,
without burdening him unduly with an
understanding of and participation in,
political activities. Democracy (2),
especially when it has employed such
divices as recall, referendum, and so on,
has often preserved much leeway for
majority will and personal freedom.

How will -T.A.N.G. protect the
rights of the apathetic - for I'm sure
I'm not the only one? As far as I can
tell T.A.N.G. incorporates no
mechanism for this purpose. In fact on
the ctary,, Ths is very much a
student government "of the interested,
by the interested, and for the
interested." (In all fairness, I don't see
a conspiracy of "the interested;" I
think the authors of T.A.N.G. simply
believed that everyone would become
interested. I doubt this very, very
strongly).

Jim S
(Continued from page 4)

committees of the board except the
executive committee.

According to the National Student
Association, Ball State University has
students on 30 to 40 committees, Ohio
State has students on several important
committees, and at Valparaiso. the
Student Government elects faculty
members to powerful faculty.
committees.

In another controversial area,
tenure decisions, students,have also
made strong gains around the country.
Oregon has given students a vote on the
tenure committee, and at Queens
College in New York, the individual
department head has the freedom to
use whatever input he chooses in
making recommendations for tenure,
but this seldom includes student
consultation, hence the argument for
more formal recommendation
machinery involving student
evaluation.

Yale's President, Kingman Brewster
Jr., made news in midOctober when
his annual report to the alumni
strongly encouraged student and
faculty influence on his own
decision-making. It was notable,
however, that he feared to make this
statement outright, without belaboring
the qualification that he would listen
"only to the extent that they are
primarily motivated by a concern for
the quality and integrity of the
university." One would expect such

If many people absent themselves
from the General Assembly, we face
the prospect of

a) a minority of the student body
actually making a decision by virtue of
being a majority in the General
Assembly. Is this worse than an
individual official or a committee
making the decision? The answer is,
obviously, not generalizable. We may
argue, on the one hand, that at least in
the General Assembly - assuming
adequate agenda publicity - those
interested will be present and voting -
with the exception of those who fail to
realize that they are interested, or
those who could not spare the time,
and this exception must not be
assumed away. An individual official
or committee, we may argue on the
other hand, is presumably better
informed, and at least has a majority or
plurality election somewhere behind it.

b) filibusters. no closure rule exists
anywhere in the T.A.N.G. proposal.

c) organized political parties. Before
a General Assembly one can picture
quasi-party machinery, with
quasi-leadership, organizing with the
aim of bringing a majority to the
General Assembly. Groups already
exist on this campus prepared to do
this, and if the "apathetic" are unable
or unwilling to counter-organize -
particularly within the short time
between announcement of and
occurrence of an emergency session
they may wel find something rammed
down their throats. Again it might be
argued that an elected official or
committee might do the same - but at
least it will have been an elected
official or committee, and faced with
the threat of impeachment or recall.

I believe that before the T.A.N.G.
proposal is implemented provision
must be made to protect against these
sorts of possibilities. In particular,
there should be

a) rules against raising issues again
and again from meeting to meeting
(this would be done in the hope that
the opposition would simply give up
the fight).

b) rules against filebusters.
O a proxy system to allow those

unwilling or unable to attend to
protect their interests.

4. Some miscellaneous points.
a) Why is T.A.N.G. so hung up on

the notion that an act of censure is a
useful thing to do? An act of censure
itself, if it carries with it no means of
changing something, is either totally
futile or a very good way of

(/ease mrn to page 1)

' h

qualification; the fact that Brewster
belabored it suggests a curious lack of
full confidence in his students - and
professors.

The University of Chicago has
introduced the post of student
ombudsman to the American
University. This post, filed currently
by a senior in Political Science, is a
part-time salaried job which involves
mediation and investigation of student
grievances, although no ultimate
authority. The ombudsman is given an
office and staff to assist him. Newly
inaugurated Praident Edward H. Levi
introduced the position in October
while he was still Provost.

For all this activity, however,
American universities are by no means
in the forefront of world student

power. France's decision to place
students and faculty in equal control of
French universities was described in an
earlier column. Berlin University has
now followed suit, despite less student
violence, and is. beginning a
two-semester experiment under a new
charter which places the Institute
under the control of a student-faculty
counciL The council then elects the
administration.

In Britain, the National Union of
Students (to which most college
students belong) has won a more
general agreement calling for student
representation on the governing bodies
of that countri's uwnersities
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during the Thanksgiving holidaye
we invite you to visi

OUR UNmVERSITY SHOP

You'll find a wide choice of suits, tweed
sport jackets, topcoats and warm outer-
wear in sizes 36 to 44... all with our
distinctive styling and taste. Also fur-
nishings and other items.

Our 3-piece Suits, $ 1 00 to $1 1 5
Tweed Sport Jackets, $60 to $75

Topcoats, $ I 05 Polo Coats, $145

Troffal Worsted Tuxedosb $ 1 0 
Outerwear, from $40
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346 MADISON AVE., COR. 44TH ST. N YORK, N.Y. 10017
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The Gilbert and -Su~llin Society's
fall production, 'H.M.S. Pinafore,'
impressed as i sturdy and durable ship
with here and there a brass fixture
tarnished or a piece-of woodwork
scratched, but the whole shining
incandescently in a fime show. Prefix
that 'fine' with Captain Corcoran's 'big,
big D.'

In Gilbert and Sullivan, actors must
stay within the story; they may have
the glitter of insanity in their eyes, but
they mustn't wink at the audience.
Richard Barnes' Sir Joseph Porter,
K.C.B., for the most part remained true
to this formula. He delivered the classic
'When I Was a Lad' with delightful
snobbery; his dusting, darting
handkerchief was a wonder of ftppery.
Yet he seemed every now and then to
slip, into a caricature of himself,
overdoing the elaborate gestures,
overacting for the sake of laughs.

Leslie 'Luxemburg 'as Josephine
displayed -a sweet and pretty voice,
though she could not manage the
necessary volume in such songs as
'Refrain, Audacious Tar.' But she
moved gracefully and acted
convincingly, and was altogether a
charming Captain's daughter.

Barbara Sacks' Little Buttercup was

Photo by Geog P4
Deye and the crew of the 'H.M.S. Pinafore' during their fine 5

)rrnnce la-st weekend.

ul success. She avoided the mnire happened, and a couple of times a
'renthusiasmr, yet carried off her may have played more to the audie
with spirit and feeling. than to each other, but the meticu

Dan Witschey, Jr., played attention to detail made the
in Corcoran with an excess of imfipact of crowd scenes stunning

eagerness; his hoppig up and -the hilarity of the 'A British Tar
eemedca little much. The whole Soaring Soul' and 'Never Mind

u please' routine depends on a Why. And Wherefore' tr
n dignity and reserve having been showstopping.
ped by the captain, and if he is Michael Raskob's vertical setti
onsistent in his role he loses cabin and quarterdeck allowed
ility as a man with -a social lage - and excellent - choruses
mn below only Sir Joseph's. But spread inn a full three dimensions .a
itschey sung well and contributed than two. Pamela Grodzic
arge measure to the exubernace candy-striped costumes for ,si
rality of this production. cousins, and aunts were mixed 'fie
'frey Weisenfreund was an earnest skirts, aprons, and whatnot,
competent Ralph Rackstraw. relative of Sir Joseph seeming to
tunately, songs at the top of his something in common with e
suchas 'A Maiden Fair To See', other. The orchestra, conducted
I too much for him. Elizabeth Chase, was, as always,
lainous Dick Deadeye, in the adequately pexformingensemble.
of Stephen Bar, drew hisses, the
of compliments. Mr. Barr's gruff
however, occsionally obscured ~ The 60th production of he Th
es * ~ Show will be performed March 6,
body stole the show but the :14, and 15, 1969 in Ke
tor. Constance Miller has *Auditoriun. Mike Merritt has b
mned a 'Pinafore' in which *selected as the director of the shi
ters and chorus are always doing *which will be written by Ken ME
lh-~g:g~eth-h, ,...,,~;- o-ut 1ad §>_-.d Steve BIa-t. t a .. .
ig to songs, flirting, stumbling, *of the composers of last years
ing. The danger of giving *Sbow, 'I Wed Three Wives', will"
,ne something distinctive to do is, *the score. Professor A. R. Gurney,
rse, that a piece of business may 'and Jeffrey Meldman will serve
ge the central characters or advisers. The production is under
e merely distracting or annoying 'charge of Generai Manager
tries to follow the stor > oriong. *Ginzberg.
uple of times this may have o** ****** * .
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ROCK, FOLK, JAZZ GR:OUPS! Enter the '69 Intercollegiate
Music Festival, co-sponsored by the brewers of Budweiser.
Write: I.M.F.; BOX 1275, Leesburg, Florida 32748.

ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. o ST. LOUIS o EWARK * LOS ANGELES . TAMPA o HOUSTON e COLUMBUS

'Pina ore is gii ven a fine productior
By Barry Mitnick & L
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Photo by George Flynn
Josephine looks away as her true

love Ralph Rackstraw expresses

""6 -% 0 0 mta~s

No kidding. That's what I
Frank has ti t le d his newest
Budweiser TV special .- -
(Would an Old Scout tell '
you a falhood?)

DIAHANN CARROLL
and THE FIFTH DI-

F+ M:ENSION will alob
on hand to do their

things, Which happen to
be Some very nice forms -of
communication.

Meanwhile, back at the
brewery, we'll be doing our
thing ... with the King -of
Beers. (But you know that.)

BUaweserk,
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Airplane and the Dead, friends who
lived together, played together, smo,ed
together. So Newsweek got wind of
this incredible situation, and
immediately people started thinking,
no doubt unconsciously, "My, how hip
San Francisco music is. I'll like it and
be hip too." These people, full of their
public information, no more
understand what was going on in San
Francisco than they understood their
own moral codes. ("If you can
complete this list of entrance
requirements, you'll go to heaven."
Fifty easy rules for spiritual grace. Now
really.) How many people really go to a
concert to hear the music anyway?
They just want to hear the records
duplicated.

Next, Newsweek told us that
-"groovy things are happening in
Boston." The deception inherent in
this publicity is anazing. People
thought they were grooving to
something they didn't even know was a
fiction. What fools we were.

2Litersay figures
At some time or another every MIT

student reads AndIew Marvell's "The
Garden" in a humanities class. Some
poor soouid raves about the sprithual
beauty of the poemn, or how incredibly
at peace with the world the subject
must be. Why not? We've been
-educated to know that that's what
poems are about. Marvell is no doubt
still laughing from his, grave. (Robert
Frost, asked to analyze one of this own
poems, replied, "What do you want me
to do, say it over in worser English?"
A.E. Housman wrote, 'A poem should
not mean but be." Get the point?)

i
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I

i
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By Steve Grant

-A letterr to the editor of The Tech
na Glenn Hohn 71, published in

-?day s paper', raised some points
hich merit serious contemplation

when applied to rock 'n' roll. In his
i: ter, in which he questioned the

Jalidity of a linear, fragmented
~~pproach to the film "You Are What

Lou Eat" (which wasn't at all the
Wended approach), Glenn brought to•;-ind a malady which runs rampant in

.[~¢k Why must a critic evaluate a song
ralbum sequentially? It is rather

~Jimg the point to acclain a song
~tRe, say. the Left Banke's "Pretty
;aerina" as "a brilliant use of the
periodic diminished fifth suspended

iiagainst a descending tonic . scalar
~;mode," which I wouldn't be the least
:bit surprised to see in print from
somebody or other. Music is only
music, meant to be enjoyed - nothing
more - and not to be subjected to the
fragmented analysis which loses sight
-0o the experience of the music in favor
of a sterile, poeantic view. Music, as
Jules Feiffer once wrote about comic
Woks (the analogy is admittedly rather
gretched), is like the drunk at the
wedding. It can't be disgraced-- if it's
doing its job, it's already as-
down-to-earth as it can get.

'Cfiical expertise'

While a member of the Byrds, David
,Crosby said, his is one field in which
you absolutely cannot intellectualizef'

~fqhat wasn't supposed to be ironic.)
How right he was! This had the result
that the Byrds avoided college concerts
unfil recently. There are too many
people who evaluate rock on a
prissy-polite basis, concerning
themselves with purely academic
gascts of the music. Considex New
England Scene's pubihshed account of
how several people heard "Cheap
Thrills" and remarked, "Well, it's just

13

J canne Woodward in °
d "Rachel, Rachel" a

directed by Paul Newman m
2-nn SS.5. 9:50 

lCatherine Deneuve and Gene Kellyo
in'Jacque Dem;'s . 3

is 'e Young Girls of RochefoutC' 
3:45 and 7:40 e

TR 6-4=R Domn

] Hauntingly fascmating,
brilliantly conceived

and directed!"
i New York Times a .

Andrzei Waida's D-

Ashes and D)amonds" 
5:30,7:30,9:30,

Sat. matiree 3:30

~U81a38n aerlmla9 uoansnmuMuauBB

an imitation of Big Mama Thornton,
you know." The article went on to say,
"None of them ever heard a Big Mama
Thornton recording ... AU of them are
victims of the pervasive ... critical
expertise which oppresses the music
scene." If you still don't believe it.
consider another example of public
information - how many people
evaluate the weekly wire-service college
football ratings, or the year-end
All-American lists without knowing
anything about the teams/playexs
involved?

'Sgt. Pepper's'

Hype is one reason. When "Sgt.
Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band"
carme out, it was immediately deluged
with fulsome comments about what
magnificent artists the Beatles were.
Listeners weren't even in a position to
judge the record for themselves- they
could either like it or feel
uncomfortably un-intllectual. So
millions of people like it because they
thought they had to. Now "Sgt.
Pepper's" may actually be a great
album, but it isn't great just because
some mealy-mouthed critic babbles
"Briliant, really brilliant," blissfully
unaware that the Beates themselves
may have been completely freaked out
by what they were doing. (For another
example, read the last few paragraphs
of Rolling Stone's recent interview
with Peter Townshend.)

It's the Newsweek approach all over
again. Look at what happened to the
so-called San Francisco and Boston
"sounds," In San Francisco there was a
genuine scene of people like the

groove to. And don't be fazed by
pretentious music.

To get started on the road away
from fragmentizing and leading into
the experiential view, a listener can
pick up on a few distinctive records.

But any list, by nature must be
public, and so are their ideas. It's up to
you to make them private.

Like the Bear says, "You just got to
relax and do your boogie."

If you want to read Joyce or
McLuhan to help, yourself along, fime
- they're about the two best aids
you'll find - but don't pretend, don't
play games just to be in with the in
crowd. Don't rave on an intellectual
level what a brilliant album
"Surrealistic Pillow" is when songs like
"It's No Secret," "Let's Get Together,"
and "If You Feel" articulate all this
much better than I'm doing. And
forget Vanilla Fudge, Iron Butterfly,
and all the rest when there are old
Yardbirds and Spencer Davis albums to

Fly home with a United stewardess.
And fatten up on Mom's cooking.
About as pleasant a way to spend the Thanks-

giving holidaiVas we can think of.
You know about United's 12-21 Club, of course:

the way to fly home (or anywhere United flies)
for half-fare.

Just go to a United ticket counter, with $3 and
proof that you're under 22 years of age. We'll issue

a 12-21 Card on the spot. It gets you 50% off regular
Coach fare, boarding just after military standbys.

The card is good until you're
22, and the $3- is a one-time- e
only charge. o ~.Ir~
I Home for Thanksgiv- t o '

ing is just the first of J /$ l.
many great places it ~ , f
will take you. - ot eo

"This cooking's good, too."

gio rls shoutc

spend some time with
this Te - Vingo
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level of basic inquiry about MIT," he added.

The final demand considered by the task force
was the formation of "a summer program
specifically -designed for those entering
students whose preparation, because of poor
quality high schools, is not commensurate with
that of other students engering MIT."

The problems implied by such a program are
perhaps the thorniest encountered by the task
force. While there is 'clearly no intention for two
standards," Gray explained, there is the need to be
"bolder" in the admission of students

MIT last summer tried an experimental summer
program, Project Epsilon, which attempted to
bring about a modest increase in such students
while at the same time testing the normal
assumptions about admission policies. The

should be someone in the Dean's office" as well as
more Negroes on the faculty.

In submitting the proposals, the Black Student
Union set a minimum figure of "100 Black
freshmen (roughly I{YM) entering each year
beginning in the fall of, 1969." Gray's response to
that figure is that, "no one really expects that we
could achieve that in the first year." While the
Institute feels the' number isn't unrealistic in the
long run, Gray explained, the task is of such a
nature that the number of freshmen will be built
up.

Gray explained that in order to increase the
number of Black freshmen, a similar increase in
applicants must be made which implies anincrease
in those interested in attending, and such
aninterest does not exist. "We've got to start at the

program' offered admission to eight Negroes aM
one American Indian. Six accepted. The Students
were characterized by being in the top 5% of thei
class with excellent recomendationls but wit?
College Board scores that indicated some question
about their ability to achieve at MIT.

At, the summer program, the students were
given courses in math and English in an effort to
boost their aptitude. They are presently freshmel
Gray likened such a program to "letting the clutch
out slowly," explaining that "no one involved has
suggested that we ought to admit students who
cannot graduate in the normal way- I"

The task force has not yet reached any specific
decisions about the summer program except that it
should be non-obligatory for' any student
admitted.

(Continued from page 1)

Two of the original proposals called for Black
administrators in the Offices of Admissions and
Financial Aid who would handle the applications,
interviews, and administrative details of the Black
student population. Gray emphasized that the
Institute had "not bought the proposition that this
person be only concerned with the admission of
Black students.

However, the Institute has been attempting to
hire such a person and expects a Negro to join the
Admissions staff January 1. Gray explained that it
is up to the Admissions Office to decide his duties
but that he would certainly play 'a role in dealing
with Black students in both admissions and
financial aid. Gray also noted that he felt "there

We happeni to be involved i one of
the fastest growing fields in-the world.

Communications.
And becautise we also hippen to bae

growinlg right ahlomgb with it, -we need people
who caii think for thelmselves when they
are handed responsil)ility, not become el-
fused b)v it.

hlnlividuals. The kind of people to
whom a chiallenge is a goad, not an excuse.

Who wov 't b)e content to just sit arotud
un1til they get it ,oldw,1twatch nd a pension.

There'Is it lot to l)e done. Interesting,
provoative work f£or almost every kind of
e. 1(rilicer and scienitist.

For exaImple, in our Apprlied Research
Laboratory, the niewest sectors of theo-

retical and applied researa'o in the areas of
imithematics, physics, computer systemis,
d'ectro-optics, iliformation systems, and

operations studies are explored.
Whether you lean toward designllng

electronic switebing systems for our tele-
phoel collmpallies or the development of
electroluminescent devices for Sylvania,
we think be have a place for you.

On one condition.
That there are no strings attaclhed.

Generdl lephone & Eleetmnies
Sylvania Electric Products · Lenkurt Electric · Automatic Electric Co. · Telephone Companies in 33 States. General Telephone DirectoryCo. · GT&E Laboratories · GT&E International

Negro to join Admilssions 9ffiee; to deal with glaeks
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Magnetic discTakis... pheonomenological sculptor...
reacher to the polarities of time...-
scientist, worker with art as experimental. 
sharer in discovery and creation,both
seeing and recognizing ..

Amber Light Pansel

"... refecied it as art because it made use of energy rather than material. "
Wayne V. Anderson

"Takis'signals want to stay lit when they are lit, and unlit when they are unlit... "
Wayne V. Anderson

Photo by Dick Koolish, courtesy of Technique"aOr world isgaiven to us in an endless streamn of signals... "
Gy~ofgy Kepes

rkisl works are cu~rrently bein-g exhibited at Mit's Hayden Gallery. Takis, himself, is presently a F;ellow at MIT's Center for Advanced Visual Studies.

(Continued from page 1) the Democrats' promises have been
unkept, challenged tile thesis that they
are the party 'of the peopled, and
attacked their methods of leadership in
Congress, Rev. Ph illips won the largest
applallse of the night when he declared
that 'inefficient management in the
right direction is better than eflficient
nmana-ement in the wrong direction'
and challenged the Congressmnan to
name a distinct piece of social
legislation initiated by the Republicans.
Somewhat shaken, Rep. Rurnsfeld
main retort was that there had been no
civil rights legislation at all until the
1957 act under Flisenhower. tic then
blamed the GOP's bad image on the
Democrats' blocking most of their
proposals (such as Senator Percy's
Housing Act in i967) and cited the
fact that the Repullblicans have
controlled both houses of Congrem in

fortunate that there was no one on
the panel to defend the traditional
Policies of the Democratic party.

Whe's to blame?
The panel then turned to a lively

debate on which p arty was responsible
for blocking progressive legislation and
the general -image. of the Republican
Party as being behind the times. Mr
Goodwin began by charging that the
Republicans have often blocked
reform. In an analysis of the present
parties, fie said that the Democrats arc
hampered by weakness in several key
states and the increasing irrelevance of
the New Deal philosophy while the
Republican imnage suffers from lack of
i mnati na ti on and a n appa ren t
unwillingness to commit funds to
domestic problems.-

Atter Rep. Rurtnsfeld charged that

two-party system showed much
ster engtht Athan expectecL He

eSsed fear that Nixon would seek
become a consensusPrsd tlk

hnson rather -.than attempt any
inative moves. He said that the

President shkould, seek to en'd the
't at home before the war in

ttnanl As for the- New Politics, he
he expects a clearer definition of

Uoverent during! the co:ming years.
expects Edward Kennedy to assume

fleadership of the Democratic Party.
Conigressman -Donald- Rumsfeld

ted OUt to be the most controversial
RIlhst of the evening. The Republicanf
Pleseritative from Illinois repeatedly
Fed derision from the audience for
'distinctly partisan, and oftenl naive,
artks. He too<k. issue with Prof.
3Ira s comment that Nixon's victory

would be a roadblock fXr the GOP
moderates lby declaring that 'things
,couldn't be harder than they are now'
under the Democratic committee
chairmnen- in Congress. He charged the
D~emoc'ratic leadership with failing to
follow up on1 the Kerner Report, which
they virtually ignored. He asserted that
the Dernocrats are badly split
ideologically and the only thing that
unites them is their pursuit of' power.
He said that the Democrats are not
only 'incapable of goyverning.' but are a
'goofy group' with an iunwillingncss to
change' He declared that Nixon would
be easier to wfork with and that his
presidency would -see the advent of
new programs.

At 'this point, moderator Wiesner
interjected, with a cynical smile to-
ward Mr. Goodwin,- that it was un-

sCUl 9tor, on g ale ryturns

RnmOfeldu stateinents enliven third Gempton e8iniona
only 2 of the past 38 years.

!In other comments of interest, Rev.
Ph illips predicted that dissent will
continue under Nixon and that there
would probably be more
co nfro nta tions similar to that inl
C hi cago. He expressed doubts
concerning Nixon's economiL plans for
the ghettos, declaring that businessmen
will assist the situation only where
there is something concrete to be
rained by them.

M r. Goodwin commented- on
Nixon's sharp decline during the final
days of the campaign by attributing it
to the voters' awareness that the
change he was offering> was a
'directionlless change. He added that
Nixon won 'by a few days'. As for the
prospects under the new
adm inistration, he asserted: 'There is
no way to soothe discontent - one can
either meet it or suppress itt.'
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Socioal roomrn may use
Vassar St. watrehouse

(Continued from page 1)
The question of using a room on

the first floor of the Institute-owned
Metropolitan Storage Warehouse on
Vassar Strmet was raised. The group
agreed that this building would be
m ore likely to provide a suitable
informal atmosphere than would the
Student Center: Donald Whiston.
Associate Director of Physical Plant,
said he would look into the possibility.

Serious doubts were raised,
however., concerning possible use of
the Warehouse. The basic question was
the Institute's liability in the event of
unfortunate occurrences or scandals
that might occur. According to
Professor Hurley, the group considered
the possible effects of an 'invasion by
outsiders because of the essentially
'off-campus' (relative to the Student
Center) nature of the Warehouse.

Professor Hurley said that certain of
the 'high-ranking' students on the
board shared this cautious view and
were wary of such things as a possible
pot scandal in such a location. Other
questions of liability raised were those
concerning injuries, machine failures,

and debts incurred by the room.
Professor Hurley raised the possibility
of one separate activity which would
run the room since he sees the basic
question of such a site being 'who's
going to push it?'

At their most recent meeting on
Monday of this week, the ADB
concluded that they would allow the
investigation into the need for and
feasibility of such rooms to be
completed by the Student Center.
Committee since the SCC is already
-involved in such plans. The SCC will
report back to the ADB in a few weeks.
Chairman Anderson suggested that the
sanctuary-type room discussed above
might be ready by Christmas.

UAP Maria Kivisild stressed that the
Institute has not yt t made any definite
commitment of funds for such
proposed rooms, but said that the
important thing for the present time is
to find out 'what's needed' and to look
into the possibilities. While the Storage
Warehouse has not been definitely
ruled out, she believes that the SCC
will focus its efforts on the second and
third floors of the Student Center.
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By Alan Baumgardner

The possibility of a 29th fraternity
has been raised by the formation of the
Boston chapter of Pi Kappa Alpha
Alumni Club. The move was
announced Monday night at a meeting
of MIT administration, the IFC, and
alumni of Pi Kappa Alpha living in the
Boston area. George Katsiaficas '70,
chairman of the IFC Building and
Expansion Committee, said that one
prerequisite for admitting any
fraternities is they must have a strong
local alumni group. PKA's move
removes one of the last stumbling
blocks to their admirssion.

"There is a good possibility of their
starting a -colony next term,"
Katsiaficas commented. And although

the IFC has not taken any definite
action yet, he expects to see either Pi
Kappa Alpha or Delta Chi, another of
the nationals seeking acceptance at
MIT, to be rushing next fall.

Sorenson pleased

Dean Richard A. Sorenson was
pleased at the hopes of expansion. He
said that except for the recolonization
of Zeta Beta Tau in 1961, there has
been no expansioni since 1952,
although interest on the part of
fraternities has always been high.
Asked why, Dean Sorenson noted,
'it'sa heck of a good fraternity systern.'
He said that high standards wvere
expected of any national desiring a
place at MIT. Nationals are not allowed
to base admissions on race, creed, or

color, and they are not allovw
place too many restrictions on t
locals, for example.

The present expansion move
started last June by George Katsia,
who wrote letters to various natior,
asking them if they were interestet
colonizing at MIT. Of the 
replied, 2 have shown major inte[
The interest in PKA was spawned
Irv Englander, a graduate studen,
MIT who belonged. to PKA a
undergraduate at Case Institute
Technology.

The final decision rests with!
IFC, the administration, and
nationals themselves. Although
official decision has been arrived at:
the fate of the 1968 expansion n
should be known the first of next yt
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Letters to
The Tech

(Continued from page 5)

:tering people. (See Article 11,
In V, or Article Vll, Section I1).

The wisdom of the General
bly's ability, to irterene in
t" government affairs Ls at least

bnable.
Inclusion. I think we ought to
toward implementation of the
[.G. proposals, but not until a
tion of the powers of the new
It government vis a vis the rest of
iterest groups at MIT, and not
mechanisms for protecting the

of minorites and the rights of the
getic'"are fully developed.

Paul Beckerman'69
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Possibility
t move to
ssed. An
.ssed the

Ight to
concerned with matters unde
consideration have a clear
observe such faculty meeting
provide their viewpoints in
relevant to them.

"We ask tor instance. of
Rosenblith, what has becom
cgiht pass-pass petitions sub,
him by classes months aqgo.

"Faculty need not tcar,
the prospect of their viewpc
actions being visible to the en
community."

Outlook
Prior to the meeting the p

that a faculty member might
admit students was discus
administration source expre
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C a/ mr
at faculty meetings to each student in
the room.

Dean Wadleigh also stressed that
President Johnson's comment
concerning disciplinary action was not
!m the nature of a threat.

Students' statement
A spokesman for the studeht group

issued the following statement of their
position after leaving the faculty
meeting:

"To clarity our position with regard
to the attendance oft facultty meetings,
we had no intention of disrupting or in
any way interfering with the meeting.
No confrontation was desired or for
that matter expected. We simply felt
that students, instructors, and others

parta cr ate
-r faculty opinion that such a motion would be
right to tollowed by a motion to adjourn,

gs and to which would be carried.
matters ('oncerning the possibility of action

on this matter by the faculty,-Dean
Professor Wadleigh said that the ad hoc
ie of the committee of chairmen of' faculty
mitetd to committees had been directed to

consider the outcome of the forum
we hope, held on Friday concerning faculty
oints and meetings and the TANG student
ntire MIT government proposal and report at the

next faculty meeting.

Students
(Cofitinued from page 1}

to work within the established system.
He then mentioned the Friday forum
on closed and open mneetings.

Administration response
Following the informal meeting.

Dean Kenneth Wadleigh told The Tech
that he objected to the way in which
the leaders of the student group had
not communicated to the faculty..ither
their desire to attend the meeting or
their intention to leave if asked. The
faculty must have had informnal know-
ledge of the students' intentions of
attending the meeting, however, be-

cause the Assistant Secretary of the
Faculty handed a printed statement of
faculty rules concerning attendance

* The Pot-Luck Coffee t}ouse will
open in the Student Center second
floor lounge tonight. Free
entertainment, everyone invited.
Sponsored by the Student Center
Com m ittee and the Folk Singing
Society.

* The Committee on Curricula will
hold two open meetings, one this
afternoon, and one ne-;t Tuesday.
Both will meet at 3:30 pmn in the
auditorium of the Center for
Advanced Engineering Studies,9-150.

* Any undergraduate interested in
being the representative to the
Committee on Selective Service
should sign up with Betty Hendricks
in - the Inscomm office for an
interview, before Monday.

* Profesor Zacherias will speak on
the Sakharov Papez and te reactions
to it at MIT and elsewhere before the
Ethical Society of Boston, at I l am
Sunday, 5 Commonwealth Ave.

* The MIT Sametuary Committee
plans to produce a pictorial essay on
the events of the MIT Sanctuary. Any
photographers who wish to have their
work included, contact Bill Saidel,
868-1363.

HT ,,:ll, int cooperation with
the United Jewish Appeal, will present
Michael Lotan, and Israeli sociologist,
this evening at 8:30 in room 473 of
the Student Center. His topic is "Is
Israel's Security in conflict witi its
desire for peace?"

ILOwg YOgRSELF UP
TO PISTER SIZE

Get your own Photo poster. Send any Black and Whife or
Color Photo. Also any newspaper or magazine photo.

PE:C;T POVARP T A $25.o Volvoe for
poster ro1We ard mailaxl in sturdy Am^ ,§ 6Dsi% 1P t
tube. Original returned undamed. r .4 
Add SWc for plaosge and handling am
for EACH itetra or'dered, Add Local
Sales 7ax. iNeo C.O.D. Send check 2x Ft
Lash or M.d. TO: 3U Ft.-$7. 0

PH TiO~ - A ICi| Fre fo 2x3 Ft. Pster3 only $3.50
2110 E. Z 3rd St., Depe. 352A New York, N.Y. 10010,

Dealer i'nquiries invited

1 PARTHENON RESTAURANT
AUTHENTIC GREFK CUSI$NE

EXCELLENT EUROPEAN AND AMERICAN WINES
ALL KINDS OF ULQUOP.

UNIQUE HELLENIC ATMOSPHERE FEATURING
THE ANCIENT GREEK PARTHENON

OPEN EVERY DAY
I I A.M. to I I P.M.

E::fremeilt Moderatle Prices
F'or Reservations Call 491-9592

924 Mass. Ave.
($LUWUN HMVAM AND

* g:~~~~~ENTRAUL SqUARn)}
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Wilson second

Harriers win
The o:

By Pete Peckarsky Saturday,
Kozubek

In a sterling performance last Yankaskas
Monday at Van Cortlandt Park in New and John (
York City, Coach Farnham's harriers '69 was
ran away with the College Division finished in
Championship of the IC4A. The race 359. Nev
clinaxed the most successful weekend followed
in the long history of the support of Mankato '
the sport at MIT. Our harrie

The weekend began with the NCAA teracl
College Division Championship they were
Saturdaymorning in Wheaton, Illinois. Th
The team was hoping to place in he was withe
top five and knew they couln't win out in th
when it was learned that Nevada would was savin
be, present. Due to their low male in which
enrollment, Nevada was permitted to SOund 70)
move three freshmen to the varsity.
The three freshmen are all sub-four
minute milers recruited from abroad. A light
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rder of finish for Tech on
was Ben Wilson '70, 17; Stan
c '69, 25; co-captain Jim
s '69, 34; Larry Petro '70, 53,
Owens '70, 65. Geoff Hallock
179th and Eric Darling '70
n 224th place out of a field of
'ada placed first with 56,
by Eastern Illinois (I19),
State (151), and MIT (156).
,rs elation at finishing fourth
ce soon turned to frustration
ng the close margin by which
edged out for third place.
sin problem in the NCAA's
pace. Wilson burned himself
, first mile, while Yankaskas
g too much for the -last mile,
he managed to move from

P5th to 34th.

New York
t drizzle Sunday' night and a

By Ron Cline

A new and ambitious organization has come; onto the Boston collegiate ski'
scene. The Fastern Collegiate Skiers Association, ECSA for short, is comprised 0[
individual ski and outing clubs from almost all of the colleges and universitiesi
the Boston area.

The prime function of the new organization is to aMrange ski weekends and
provide bus transportation. Other activities include weeknight and afternoon skii
courses at the Blue Hills ski Area, ski patrol certification courses,.week long trips~
to Aspen, ski movie nights and merchandise discounts. ·

ECSA was founded last spring. At that time a group of students representing!i
college ski clubs mi the Boston area, met to discuss the problems their clubswereI
experiencing. It was established very early during these meetings, that most of the
club's problems stemmed from the fact that they all had less than a few hundred~
members each. Because of the relatively small number of skiers mi each club, thei
clubs were unable to hold satisfactory functions i.e. trips especmlly with any f
degree of frequency. Also since many of the students were not familiar with Newt
l'ngland ski areas, this resulted in poor and costly lodge selection. Other problems-:
centered around each club's inability to procure quality ski movies for canpuist
viewings; obtain merchandise discounts at retailers; and arrange for major ski trips
to areas outside of New England.

It was agreed that a union of all the ski clubs, combined with an experiencedr
staff to head the organization, would solve most of the problems which, 
individually the clubs had encountered in the past. Thus, the Eastc -n Collegiate~
Skiers Association was organized, with the individual college clubs becoraing~
'member-clubs' of ECSA. Gerry Milden, President of the Boston Ski Club was~
asked to accept a similar position with ECSA. X

Members of ECSA pay $3.00 per year dues. This money is used to pay for
printing and mailing of a monthly newspaper. Members receive in addition to their
newsletter, a year's subscription to the North East Skier, a bimonthly skiing
newspaper, and their membership card which among other things is good for a ten
percent discount at many retailers in the Boston area.

ECSA already has more than a dozen member schools, including to name buta
few MIT, Harvard, BU, Northeastern, Wellesley, and Brandeis. The organization as
already scheduled three trips to Aspen. The first will be over intersession and the
last two over spring vacation. The all-inclusive price for these Aspen trips is well
below the price the individual would pay by going on his own.

By Jay Zaga
Having posted a winning record for

the previous eight years, the MIT
varsity basketball team approaches the
coming season with the task of fielding
a relatively inexperienced team, with
an unusually small average height of
only 6'1". The only returnee from last
year's 16-9 team will be junior guard
Steve Chamberlain, who comined with
Bruce Wheeler to form a potent scoring
punch in last year's backcourt.
Wheeler, also a junior, has dropped out
of MIT for the year to continue his
studies at Princeton, but he will be
available for next year's campaign~

Joining Chamberlain in/ the
backcourt will be Bob Listfield-'69,
Frank Taylor '71, and Dennis Flaherty
'7 1. Listfield is the captain of the team,
and during the previous two seasons, he
has proven himself to be one of Tech's
top spares. Taylor and Flaherty,
though new to Coach John Bmry's
style of play, saw considerable action
on last year's freshmanteam.

Lacking the big rebounder for the
first time in a number of years, Tech is
forced to start two relatevely small
men in the frontcourt. Coach Barry
will choose his forwards from among
Bob Vegler '70, John Bell '71 and Nick
Mumford '70. All are 6'4", a
comparatively small height for a college
center. Vegler, who is one of the three
returning lettcrman, along with
Chamberlain and Lisfield, is probably
the mrst experienced of the three.

With the graduation of Dave
Jansson, Tech lacks a big scorer and
thus will have to rely on a-balanced
scoring attack featured by the
shuffinjig in of many more players.
Other backcourt men who will see

Photo by George Flynn
Chamberlain '70 lets fly a
shot in last year's game with

S~hroeder C
By George Novosielslki

B' P and SAE dominated the 1968
verson of the !M !~otball!- a!u-s~,, temmu
as was expected. The runner-up Betas
placed six men on the squad, double
the number of the first place SAEs.

Both teams had one player who was
named to both the offensive and
defensive teams. Steve Schroeder '67 of
the Betas was all-star QB and defensive
halfback, while Minot Cleveland '71 of
the SAEs made the -team as wingback
and satety.

The sixth place Delts grabbed two
spots, as LCA, DU and Theta Chi all
placed one man on the squad. The
all-star team was voted in by a-new
method this season. The top twelve
teams were asked to submit their
versions of the team with the
stipulation that they could not vote tor
members of their own team.

Offense
Quarterback:Steve Schroeder'67 BTP
Blocking back: Jim H uffman '69 LCA
Center: Bruce Lautenschlager'70 BTP
Guards: Frank Ching'70,TC, Wendell
Iverson '69 BTP

Wingback: Minot Cleveland '71 SAE
Flanker: Frank Taylor'71 DTD
End: Bill Pinkston '71 BTP

Defense
Center: Bruce Davies'71 BTP
Defensive Ends: Wait Suchon '69 DU,

"LASSIFI
"Ex-lax has made me what I am
today," says Diarrhea Joe. See him
-wipe out the competition-lobby of

Building 10.
AMF POOL FABLE - 8ftx4l/2tt

slate bed with balls, cues, and rack.
$3100 or best offer. Dave Raney
267-5521.

Room, meals, and stipend for
woman student in exchange for help

Steve
jump
Ciark.

considerable action this season include
Minot Cleveland '71, Rich Lefebre '71,
Gerry Loc '71 and Jimmy Shields '7 1.

Because this year's team will be
shorter than almost every team it faces,
Coach Barry has improvi.ed a gambling
defense which he' hopes will help to

.compensate for the obvious physical
deficiencies in the squad. Highlighting
this style of play will be an aggressive
hustling defense which will employ
such tactics as ball hawking and a fult
court press to put pressure on the
opposition. Since, as Coach Barry puts
it, all the players on this year's team
are "closely alligned as far as ability,"
he will be able to shuffle his players
considerably mote than in the past, so
that a fresh team will always be on the
court.

III
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Photo by Gary DeBai

Manny Weiss '70 hits a forehand return in a doubles match against
LCA. Theta Delta Chi won the match to advance to the semi-finals of
the badminton tourney.
George Hustalk '69 DTD
Linebacker: Don Rutherford '67 SAE the only upset to date by beating
Safeties: Jack Anderson '69 SAE, Minot Burton House in the quarterfinals.
Cleveland '71 SAE The two top teams from each of the
Defensive Halfback: Steve Schroeder'67 six 'B' leagues, along with Chinese
BTP, Tom Chen '68 BTP students, TDC, Baker and Burton,

qualified for the doubles elimination
tournament which wil continue
through the weekend.

Favored Chinese Students, TDC,
Baker House and SAE qualified for the'
semi-finals of the IM badminton [>S A o
tournament. The SAE team registered ~ or<' 
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ED ADS
with cleaning and baby sitting. Within
minutes of Harvard Square. We have
flexibility to arrange our terms to suit
your .schedule. Call 876-4377.

SELF- EXPLORATION GROUPS
.-9len and women sincerely interested
i n creative problem solving and
self-understanding. Write Richard
Harvey, c/o East-West, 543 Boylston
St., Boston.

GetReady for the Holidays
LEARN TO DANCE

at the
CHARLES STEWART SCHOOL OF DANCING

Io018 Commonwealth Avenue
Brookline, Massachusetts

Do the Pru where the action is
DO the SKYWALK with Chet Huntley .. 50 DO the RESTAURA1TS .. . 8 of them to
stories high in the sky. Chet does a fasci- serve you a snack or a feast. Topped off by
nating 22-minute commentary on Boston's the famous Top of the Hub, with a 750-foot
living history and scenic highlights. On in- high view of Boston!
dividuai tape recorders you carry with you
from window to window. Open 9 a.m. to DON'T miss the ,5-ton, 60-foot "floating"
midnight, weekdays; I to 11 p.m. Sundays. sculpture . .. the giant Prudential moat
DO the SHOPS . . . 39 of them with a here rmeasuring 210 feet long and 240 feet wide
aDO nhewSHOPS 3 of t h e m wi t h a her~wcome .. the spectacular elevators that jet youand now outlook, and a warm welcome for 52 stories up in 30 seconds, and this is
browsers. Yes, you'll find everything from 52 the bpini y0 s eonds actionWe ltestPeteSeegr toimpoted ilk only the beginning. !f you like your actiontMe latest Pete Seeger to imported silk bicmdotePu
saris. 5 acres of shopping malls - all un-
dercover so you ;can forget the weather. j~Ample underground parking.

IPRUDENTIAL SHOPPING PLAZA PRUDENT;AL CENTER, Boston, Moss.

Monday at 8:30
Tuesday at 8:30
Saturday at I 1:00 am
Saturday at 8:00

Latin Ballroom
American Ballroom
Student Social Dancing Class

international

$3.00 per two-hour class session .
Call ST2-5574

C4A
driving rainstion Monday turned
picturesque V an Cortlaindt Park, one of
the finest courses in the country, into a
treacherous slippery, suicidal monster.
On a dry day, the steep downhills
coupled with right angled turns at the
bottom reward the skillful and penalize
the imprudent (the penalty for not
making the turn is flying off into space
and landing about fifty feet straight
down).

Our runners drew a starting
assignment on the outside, which was a
great aid in avoiding being trapped in
the pack of 148 runners. After hustling
through the harrowing hills, MIT
emerged with Wilson a distant second
after falling back to third for a
considerable distance in the hills. Petro,
in a pack of f'ne runners, was in
approximately tenth place, while
Yankaskas was 15th, Owens 40th and
Kozubek in 45th. At this juncture
Kozubek and Owens realized that if
they could pick up the pace slightly,
the engineers stood a good chance of
winning the meet. The two runners
really moved for the next 1¥2z miles and
were running rather strongly m the
twenties at the 3'2 mile mark. With a
half mile to go, Wilson was in second,
where he finished. while Larry Petro
was in his final position at eleventh.
Yankaskas was 17th where he scored,
Kozubek was in 25th and moved up to
23rd, and Owens, who was about 35th,
put on an amazing burst of speed to
come in 28th.

It wasall official some two hours
later when the results showed Tech in
first with 73 points (after corrections
were made for runners competing as
individuals), to Springfield's 103 and
Colgate's 130.
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Tech .cgers face nsearso %egai

:l~eve~l~an lead All$ Iars
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